How Do ‘KONPARE’ Suffices Business Needs of Every Education
Consultant?
A convenient &amp; easy platform that helps to compare various Insurance covers all in one place.

Simple plug and play widget integration let your business attain new heights.

KONPARE is a flagship brand powered by Konze Enterprise Pty. Ltd., designed specifically for education agents to help their clients compare and
buy from major OSHC (Overseas Student Health Cover) Insurance providers.

It offers a no-cost solution to education agents in delivering end-to-end insurance purchase services to international students. More importantly, it
presents a fantastic opportunity for consultants to earn extra with every health cover policy. Thus, it helps agents to tap higher commission, increase
revenue, and get associated with a trust worthy name in the industry.
KONPARE agent portal works in 5 easy & concise steps. All one has to do is, Sign-up as an agent - Integrate Widget - Client compares policy - Client
buys policy - Agent receives a commission.
All the purchased policies will have the agent's branding details such as the organization's name, contact details, brand logo, etc., to increase
business' visibility. The online portal offers a digital dashboard to view & manage sales reports and track earnings. Education agents can enjoy
unlimited user access, meaning individual user accounts for each employee to check performance metrics & enhance business productivity.
At a regional marketing event, the director of the Konze quoted that, "KONPARE is a cutting-edge online CRM portal aims to bring efficiency &
productivity for higher education consultants. Moreover, the important thing is that there is no cost or fee required to partner with KONPARE, and
simultaneously, agents have the opportunity to earn extra with KONPARE."
KONPARE has the power to unleash the full potential of your business. A few of the handy benefits to capture here are higher commission rates,
increased client lead numbers, streamlines workflow, access to leading insurance providers, saves time & effort, and much more.
If you wish to on-board the KONPARE platform, you can reach them via email at info@konpare.online or contact them directly here.
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